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Introduction
Let 1Mn be the Moore space M(n, Zp) (i.e., a simply connected space
with two non-vanishing homology groups H0CM
n
 Z) = Z and HJ^M"
Z)=Zp)y where p is an odd prime. Let xm be the stable homotopy group
lim [_XMn+i W ] , and V# = Σ 1^ί Then, there are non-trivial elements
α ^ V 2 a n d A 6 ^ - ^ 1 ^
Let 2Mn be the mapping cone of a (i.e., T ^ F U J T ^ " 2 for
sufficiently large n), and 2π{ be the stable homotopy group lim [2M*+t
2MΛ], 27r# = Σ2τr, Corresponding to A ^ ^ ^ - D - I * we can define anon-
trivial element β^2π2p2_2.
Then, our main theorem is
Theorem. α'φO in Lπ* and /3'φθ in 2π* for all t^l.
This paper is divided into three chapters. In the first chapter, we
deal with the functionalization of Adams-Maunder higher cohomology
operations [1], [3], and study some relations among them in chapter
2, suitable chain complexes are constructed by means of the Milnor
basis of the mod p Steenrod algebra [4]. In the last chapter, the main
theorem is proved in a slightly general form using the results in preced-
ing chapters, especially Proposition 4. 3.
The writer wishes to express his sincere gratitude to Professors
H. Toda, A. Komatu and M. Nakaoka for many advices and constant
encouragement given during the preparation of this paper.
CHAPTER 1. FUNCTIONAL OPERATIONS
1. Preliminaries
In this paper, spaces are arcwise connected, based and having the
homotopy type of a CW-complex. Maps take base point to base point
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and homotopies leave base point fixed. Base points are denoted by *.
Groups are finitely generated and abelian. The additive group of in-
tegers is denoted by Z, and the additive group of integers modulo an
odd prime p by Zp. The closed interval [0,1] is denoted by /, /—g"
denotes that two maps / and g are homotopic, and X=Y means that
two spaces X and Y are homotopy equivalent. A map and its homotopy
class are often denoted by the same letter.
Most of cohomology groups are that of modulo py so, unless other-
wise stated, we shall denote H*(X) instead of H*(X\ Zp). The set of
homotopy classess of maps X-+Y is denoted by \_X; Y~\. A homomor-
phism of a set of homotopy classes into such a set is a correspondence
such that it maps the class of the constant map into such a class and
if both sets admit a group structure it is an (ordinary) homomorphism.
The (reduced) suspension of a space X is denoted by SX and the
space of loops of X by ΩX. The mapping cylinder Yf of a map / :
X->yis the space obtained from XxlD Y by identifying (xy 1) with
f(x), Λ G I The mapping cone Cf of / is obtained from Yf by
identifying (xy 0) with the base point * for x^X> and denoted often by
Y\JfTX. The mapping track Lf of / is the space of maps \:I->Yf
such that λ(0)=* and X ( 1 ) G I , with the CO-topology.
For a map f:X->Y the map SfiSX^SY is defined by Sf(x,t) =
(/(*)> t), x^Xy t<=Iy and the map Ωf:ΩX-*ΩY is defined by Ω/(λ)(f) =
f(X(t))y λGΩl, /EΞ/. There are homomorphisms S* : IX; F]->[SX; SΓ]
and Ω*:[X; F]->[ΩX; ΩF] defined by S*(f) = Sf and Ω*(/) = Ω/,
respectively.
There is a canonical isomorphism [_SX; Y]-^[X; Ω7] . Since the
Eilenberg-MacLane space K(πyn) is the space of loops of K(π, w + 1),
the suspension homomorphism s* : Hn+\SX π)->Hn(X π) is an isomor-
phism for any coefficient group π and any integer n>0.
It is well-known that if X is an {n — l)-connected space, then S* :
πi(X)->πi+ι(SX) and Ω*:Hι(X\ π^H^XΩX; π) are isomorphisms for
Since ΩK(π, n) = K(πy n — 1), for n>2, we may regard Ω~1K(π, n — 1)
as K(π, n). Let f:K(π,ή)->K(π'ym) be a map where m<2n—2, then
there is a m a p / ' : /Γ(τr, w + ΐ)-+K(π'> m + ΐ) such that Ωf'—f. Let F and
F 7 be the mapping tracks of / and / ' respectively, then we may regard
Ω
- 1F as F' because ΩF'ΞΞF. Similarly, let g:Sm-+SM be a map where
m<2n-2y then there is a map g
f
: Sm'1-^Sn~1 such that Sg'—g, and let
M and Mf be the mapping cones of g and ^ then we may regard S^M
as M/ because SM/~M.
If we are only concerned with stable (cohomology and homotopy)
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elements, or spaces obtained from K(π, w)-spaces or spheres by stable
elements, or maps into or from such a space, we say that we are "in
the stable range".
Let A* be the mod p Steenrod algebra where p is an odd prime.
A chain complex is a sequence
of finitely generated graded free A*-modules C, such that the component
(Ci)q of degree q of C, is zero for i>q, with ^4*-maps d{ of degree 0
such that di-1di = 0 for i^2.
Let K=χK(Z., Hi) be a (finite) cartesian product of Eilenberg-
i p
MacLane spaces, and let n{>n for some positive integer n, then by
Kϋnneth theorem, we have Hj(K) = J]Hj(Zpy nξ\ Zp) for j<2n-2, i.e.
in the stable range. Let u<=H*(X) be an element such that w = Σw, ,
Ui^Hni(X), and there be a positive integer n such that n<n{<2n —2,
then there is a map φ\ X->K=χK(Zp, n^) such that ^Σιφ^(ci) = u, (i.e.
φ*(ii) = Ui). We shall often denote u by φ*. Thus, for given a homomor-
phism v: H*(K)^H*(X), in the stable range, there is a map φ: X-+K
such that φ* = v:H*(K)-+H*(X).
Finally, the following lemma is easily proved.
Lemma 1.1. Let f:X—>Y> g: U-+X be two maps such that fg~0.
Then, there are maps g: U^Lf and f :Lg^ΩY such that ifg=g, fr-rg —
Ωf and gig~ — τff\ where if:Lf->X, ig:Lg^U are projections and τf\
ΩiY-^Lfy rg:ΓίX->Lg are injections.
2. Cohomology operations of higher kind
Following Adams \1~\ and Maunder [3], we shall define a pyramid
of stable cohomology operations {ΦSίt} associated with a certain chain
complex
(2.1) ...->cΛc
r
.1^...^cΛcAc0.
We shall say that a chain complex is r-admissible if we can con-
struct a realization up to the r-th stage, that is, a sequence of spaces
and maps
B
r
 B3 B2 Bλ
, V t ' , V; \f' •
ri ^ hi ^. ;> hi ^. ri ^. hi
•*• r •*• r - \ L 2 L l •*• o
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such that Fj ϊl Fy_, -I Bj and so ΩB3 T-i Fj %-i F3_x are fiberings for
j = 1, •••, r, and there are isomorphisms a0: C0-^H*(F0) and α y : CJ-+H*(BJ),
j = l, - ,ry such that f^a1 = aod1 and τf_1ffaJ = aJ-1dj for y = 2, « , r .
For any chain complex, we can construct a ίibering F1-+F0->B1 as
follows: Let c 0 1 be the generators of Co of degree qiy then put Fo =
XK(Zp, rn + qi) where X denotes the cartesian product and m is a suf-
ficiently large integer, and let a0: (C0)g-^Hm+9(F0) be the canonical
isomorphism. Let c
λJ be the generators of Cx of degree q'}, then put
B1=XK(Zpym + q/j) and let ax: (Cx)q-+Hm+\BX) be the canonical isomor-
phism. A map f1:F0^B1 is defined by ff = aod1aΐι. We may regard
f
x
 as a fiber map and let F
x
 be its fiber it: F1->F0 be the injection.
Thus any chain complex is 1-admissible.
Next, let Cy = A*[cy J where c5k is of degree qky / ^ 2 , then we
define Bj=χK(Zpy m + qk-j + l) and a5 :(Cj)q-»Hm+q-*+\Bj) to be the
canonical isomorphism. Then, we have
Proposition 2.1. Let a chain complex (2.1) be (r — Inadmissible, and
if we have /ί_1αr_1rfr = 0 for /*_,: H*(Br-^H*(Fr_2). Then, the chain
complex (2.1) is r-admissible.
Proof. Since we are concerned only with the elements in the stable
range, we have the following exact sequence
T* f Ω f )*
Since B
r
 is a cartesian product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces, there
is a map h:ClB
r
-1-^Br such that a--ιh*ar=dr. By the assumption, we
have f?-1ar_1dr = 0> so we have f*_1h*ar = 0 and hence (Ω/y_1)*A = 0. So
that, there is a map f
r
:F
r
_1-^Br such that τ\_^fr = h. This implies that
«;~±i/?τ*_1αr==d
r
,. We may regard f
r
 as a fiber map, and let F
r
 be its
fiber, /
r
: F
r
-^F
r
_1 be the injection, q.e.d.
REMARK. Since d
λ
d2 = 0 implies that f*a1d2 = 0, any chain complex
is 2-admissible.
Let a chain complex (2.1) be r-admissible, and let
(2.2) C
s
 - C
s
_, - - - C,+ 1 - C,,
0 ^ f < s ^ r , be a part of (2.1). Then we can construct a realization of
(2. 2), that is, a sequence of spaces and maps
B
s
 Bt+2 Bt+1
j Jt,s Jt,t+2 : Jt,t+ι
ιt,s I I ιt,t+i I
Gt>s
 >
 GttS-1 -> ••• - > G ί > ί + 1 > G^ t
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such that GtJ ^U GtJ.λ _^4 Bj and ΩBj —^ GtJ hj> GtJ^ are
fiberings for y = f + l, •••,$ where Gtt = ΩlBt and there are maps AtJ:
Gt j-^Fj for j = t-\-l, ••-,$, satisfying that
ff.j = Δt.j-ifΐ, At,jif = ifjAt,j.1 and τf = rfιjAt,jy where Δttt = τt.
In fact, put Gtt=ΩBty / M + 1 = / , + 1 τ , , and let ΩBt+ι ^ Gttt+1
 %
^X
ΩBt be the fibering induced from ΩBt+1 — ^ Ft+ι — ^ Ft by τt = Δtt.
Then there is a natural map Att+1:Gtt+1-^Ft+1 such that ι ί + 1Δ ί f / + 1=
Δttthtt+i
 a n d τt+i=:Δt>t+1τttt+iy and G,ιt+ι -^X Gtt -¥£ Bt+1 is also a
fibering.
Let, inductively, ΩBj —^> Gtj —*-^-> Gtj_lf j>t, be the fibering in-
duced from ΩBj -X Fj -X Fj_1 by a map Δtj_1:Gtj_1->Fj> then there
is a natural map Δ, j : Gtj-^Fj such that ijAtJ = Atj-1itj and τj = ΔtjτtfJy
and G / y —U> G^  y_! —^> jBy is also a fibering where ftJ=fjΔtJ-ι.
B
s
 Bt+2 Bt+1
. \f
s
 |Λ+, . ΪΛ+ 1
r
s
 *- ^5-i ~ ^ " ~^ Γt+i * Γt ~^ "*
t f t
\At,s-i Δt>t+1 \Δttt = τt
Similarly, if s>tf there are maps Alj :GS j-*Gtj, for j>s, such
that Δ
s
j = ΔtjΔi j and
for y>5, and the fibering VLBJ-^GStJ-^GsJ_1 is regarded as to be induced
from ClBj^Gtj^Gt j-1 by ΔίfJ_i where Δί , ,=τ M .
5y
t
For the simplicity, if it is necessary, we regard Fj (resp. rjyfjy ijy
etc.) as G
oJ (resp. τOf/, /0>y, iOt/, etc.).
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For given an element u^H*(X) which is represented by a map
φ : X-+ΩBt, (or φ : X-+Fo)9 we define
i.e., an element in H*(X) which is represented by fttt+1φ.
If Φί+1>ί(ίί) = 0, there is a map 9/: X-+Gtft+2 such that φ'*itj+1
We define
Φ'
+ 2
 <(«) = w r . t + 2 } ,
for all such maps φ'.
Inductively, if 0 G Φ S " U ( 4 then there is a map ^έ5~'~~2): X->
such that
9^o ί,*-i * ί . ί + i — 9* a n a cp
Ό
 fe,*—i — ^
So that there is a map φcs-'-Ό: X->Gts^ such that 9>
C5
"
ί
"
1)
*ίL-i = ^ ί "
and hence 9?cβ"ί"υ*ι*,-i i* f+i = 9)*. We define
for all such maps φίs-*~i:>.
Then, we have
Proposition 2. 2. (Cf. [3 Theorem 2. 4.2]) .For given an r-adniis-
sible chain complex
C
r
 —> C
r
_ j —> ••• —* C 2 —> C j - > C o ,
15 <2 pyramid of stable cohomology operations {ΦStt}, r^s>t^0.
They satisfy that
1) Φst is defined for any element u^H*(X) which is represented by
a map <p:X->Ω,Btf provided that Φ
ι>t(u)^0 for s>l>t.
2) Φs'\ύ) is a coset of elements of H*(X) modulo Im Φs>t+1y i.e.,
for any two elements w, w'^Φs'\u), there is an element v^H*(X) which
is represented by a map φ: X->ΩBt+1 such that w — w
f
^Φ
Sit+\v).
3) For given a map g: Y-+X and any element u^H*(X) for which
Φ
st
 is defined, we have ^ Φ ' ^ J c Φ ' 1 ^ ^ ) ) .
4) s*ΦSt\u)= — Φs>t(s*(u)) for the suspension isomorphism 5*:
H*(SX)-*H*{X\ if Φs'*(u) is defined.
5) Let ε:Ct-+H*(X) be an A*-map defined by S = φ*at for a map
φ:X^ΩBt representing u^H*(X), and η:Cs->H*(X) be an A*-map
defined by η = ψ*a
s
 for a map ψ: X-*BS representing an element in
Φ
s
'\u). If ε is of degree my then η is of degree m — (s — t)Λ-l.
The proof is carried out similarly to that of [3 Theorem 2. 4. 2],
so it is omitted.
A operation Φs * is called an operation of the (s-t)-th kind. These
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operations Φst of the (s—t)-th kind are determined uniquely up to an
operation of the (s~t-l)-th kind [ 3 ; Theorem 2.4.3].
Note that we have Φs+1>sΦs'\u) = 0 (mod zero) whenever ΦSyt(u) is
defined.
3. Functional operations of higher kind
In [5], stable functional cohomology operations were defined by the
method of universal examples.
Now, we shall define stable functional cohomology operations of
higher kind by making use of the above stable cohomology operations
of higher kind.
Let
C
s
 -> C
a
-X - ••• - Ct+1 — Ct, r ^ 5 > t ^ 0 ,
be a part of an r-admissible chain complex with a realization
ί ί ί
t,s —> ^t,s-i ~* "' ~* ^ ί . ί + i ~* °>,*
Let g: Y-+X be a map and u<=H*(X) be an element such that Φ ί + 1 > ί(#)
= 0 and g*(u) = 0. Then there is a map φ:X->ΩBt representing u and
satisfying that ^ / ί ^ + i ^ O and g*φ* = 0. Hence we have a map φ':
X-^Gttt+1 such that φ'*i*t+i = φ*. But, since ^"*^>
/
*/*c+i=^>|ί^*==0, there
is a map ψ': y ^ Ω β
ί + 1 such that £*?/*='ψ
/
*τ? :,
ί + 1.
τt,t+ι
We define
for all such maps ψ'.
If u satisfies that Φ ί + 2 i ί(w)Bθ and Φ| + l c (w)3θ, then for some maps
<pΌ, φ{ :X-+Gttt+19 satisfying φi*iΐ.e+1 = φΊ*iΐt,+1 = φ*, we have φ'o*ftlt+2 = 0
and g*φΊ* = 0. If there is a map φ'
o
: X^Gt t+1 such that
(3.1) ?>ί*i?,,+i - 9>*, φΌ*ft.t+2 = 0 and ^ V * - 0 .
Then there is a map -ψ ": Y"-^ΩJB
ί+2 such that ψ
/ /
*τ?.
e + 2 = g
ίV//* for a map
φ":X-*Gttt+2 satisfying 9>
//
*ί?iί+2 = 9>o*- We define
Φ ί
+ 2 i t ( « ) = ί ψ1'7*}
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for all such maps ψ ".
If, inductively, Φs>t(u) and ΦJ""1*^) are defined, and 0 G Φ S > < ( 4
0GΦί"1§t(M), and moreover there is a map φo8'*'^ : X-^Gts_1 such that
= φ*>
t. = 0 and ί fV" ' " "* = 0.
Then we can find a map ψ Cί-»: y-*Ωβ, such that
where φcs-t:>:X-+GttS is a map satisfying that 0>
c
We define
Φϊ'(μ) = {*<-«•}
for all such maps ψ c*~°.
Then, easily we have
Proposition 3.1. 1) Φ*g*(μ) is defined for any element
which is represented by a map φ: X->ΩBt provided that Φ
Stt(u) and
Φ
s
g~
lιt(u) are defined and contain 0, and there is a map φos~e~^ : X-^G/(5_1
satisfaing (3.1)'.
2) ΦJ 'CM) is a coset of elements of H*(Y) modulo g*H*(X) +
Φ
S>*H*(Y) (or more precisely, g*[_X; ΩBJ + (nft,s)*lY; ΩG f | l .J).
3) Let S : Ct->H*(X) be an A*-map defined by 8 = φ*aty and v : Cs-+
H*(Y) an A*-map defined by v=ψ*a
s
 for a map ψ : Y-*ΩBS represent-
ing an element in ΦJfί(w). // S is of degree m> then v is of degree
m-(s-t).
REMARK. If Φ5>ί(w)3θ, Φ J - ^ ' M B O and at least one of them is
reduced to zero {mod zero), there is a map ^*" t~1 ) satisfying (3. ϊ)'.
By definition, if g — h then we have Φ'
σ
'
e(u)=Φhe(u) whenever one
of them is defined, and if £—0 then for any operation Φst> Φ*
σ
'
e(u) is
defined and ΦJ *(«) = () (mod zero) provided that ΦStt(u) is defined and
Let h: £/-> Y be a map, and θ be an operation of the first kind,
then it is easily verified that
Proposition 3.2. (i) A*Φ; ί(«)cΦJjkί(«) if Φ; («) is defined.
(ii) Φsh '(g*(u))z)Φsσke(u) if Φ gk*(u) is defined.
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Proposition 3.3. (i) 0(Φ; '(w))<=(0Φ5f')*(«) if Φsg'\u) is defined.
(ii) θg(Φs^{u))^(ΘΦs^)g(u) if (ΘΦs'%(u) is defined.
4. Some relations among functional operations
Peterson and Stein [5] proved two formulas in connection with
relations of stable functional operations of the first kind.
We shall begin with to give a generalizations of these formulas.
Proposition 4.1. Φa+1 3Φtg
 t(u)=Ξg*Φs+1 '(u) modulo Img*Φ β + 1 ί + 1 {i.e.
g*ft+i,s+i*lX Gt+i,sΊ)> whenever Φs
σ
>e(u) is defined.
Proof. Let <p:X-*Ω,Bt be a map representing u<=H*(X) for which
Φg'
e{u) is defined, then there are maps <pcs~°: X-^Gts and i p " " : Y->ClBs
such that cpis-»*it
s
 ••• if,t+1 = <p* and ψ c *-^*τ£ s =£V*-^*. By definition,
Φ
s
g'
e(u) is the set of elements ψQS~"* for all such maps Λ/ΓC5~°, SO that
Φ '
+ 1
 ' Φ ; f(ι0 is the set of elements φcs-°*ft..+i = Ψcs~t7*τϊ..fΫ..+i =
On the other hand, since Φs
σ
'
e(u) is defined, we have Φ S > ' ( # ) B 0 ,
hence Φs^ltf(u) is defined and is the set of elements ^)C5~ί)>fί/*s+i So
that, Φs+1'sΦsg-
ε(u) and g*Φs+ut(u) have a common element.
But, we have
the indeterminacy of Φs+1'sΦsg't(u)
= the indeterminacy of g*Φs+1'*(u). q.e.d.
Proposition 4.2. Φ ; + 1 ' Φ * '(H)ΞΞ - Φ 5 + 1 '(^*(«)) modulo I
Φ
s+lt+1
 (i.e. g*lX; ΩB
s+J + (aft+1.s+1)*lY; G ί + l i J ) , ^rwίΛrf that Φs'\u)
is defined and g*Φs'\u)^0.
Proof. Let φ: X^VίBt be a map representing u. Then, there is a
map φV-'-v : X-^GtιS^ such that ^
c
'~
ί
-
1 D
*ιt,-i — ί*
ί+i = ^ *. Since g*Φ
s
'*(u)
, for some <pcs-*-i:>9 we have g*<p
C3
~~*~
iy
*ft, = 09 so there is a map %:
G
ί f, satisfying that X*ιf.f = ί V * " ' "
1 3
*
Since Ω'V^^+i Λ ^ ^ O , there are maps ftιS:GttS.1-^Ω,~1GStS+Ί and
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fs,s+i'Gts->Bs+1, by Lemma 1.1, such that
(4.1) Ω - ^ W Λ ^ Λ , , , ?t.s-it.s- -Ω"V5>5+1./^+1,
J s,s + l'τt,s — Λ , j + i >
so that the equality τ*
s
f'*
s+1=f*s+1 implies that / ί * , ^ = / * . + i + **.λ*
for some map λ : GtfS-1-^B3+1.
Hence, there is a map p : Y-*BS+1 such that p*(Ω"1τ5fβ+1)* =
g*φcs-f-Ό*ft,
s
 because ίV5" ί"1 5*/*.(Λ"1<V»+i)* = °» a n d w e h a v e
Φj+i. φ*''(«)={p*} for all such maps p.
ftBs
s , s f i
On the other hand, since O E Φ S I ^ * ( M ) ) (because
Φ
5 > ί(^ *(w))), there is a map σ-:F-*G M such that σ*i£, •••/?.ί+i=g*0>*,
and Φ s + 1 > ί(^ *(w)) is the set of elements σ*/?%+i for all such σ.
But, by its definition, we have %* = σ *-hμ*Δίϊi i J Ϊ +i for some map
Since
P*(β-v,..+1)* = «*^c'-'-1D*/S. = κ*ίf../S.
+iίΛ-V,^,)* , by (4.1),
we have p* + X*/ί*+i = *'*/**+i for some map v\
Thus, we conclude that
i G / + l p J . q.e.d.
The following proposition is useful in the later arguments.
Proposition 4. 3. Let h : [/—> Y be a map, then we have
Im
{i.e., A*[F; Ω ^ + J + ί Ω / ^ + J ^ t / ; ΩGttJ), provided that Φsg'e(u) is defined
h*Φ*
σ
c(u) = 0 (mod zero) and Φ ί + 1 '(w)=>0.
Proof. Let 9): X->ΩBt be a map representing u. Then, we have a
map φcs-t:>:X-+GttS such that g*φ
cs
-
ty
*it.. = 09 and ^
c
*-
ί M C /ί. + 1 = 0. We
have, therefore, a map Λ]rcs~t:>: Y->ΓίB
s
 such that
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^s-mT*s = g*φc*-o* a n d h*ψ
ίs
-*~>* = 0 ,
47
(4. 2) ψ c'-
and hence we have
T y ί,* + l — ψ^ Tt,Sj £,s + l — ό <P J £,.<?-! 1 — U
So that there is a map % : Y->GSS^ such that
(4.3) X * i ί . + i = Ψ c ' - ' * ,
and hence
**%*/?.,+i = A*ψ
c
*"
#)
* = 0 . by (4. 2)
This implies that we have a map p: U->ΩBS+1 such that
(4.4) P*T*.+I =
By definition, ΦJ+ 1 'Φ;>ί(«)={p*} for all such maps p.
On the other hand, since ^ C 5 ' ί ) > f i /*
s + i
 =
 0> there is a map ^>cs
X^Gt s+1 such that
(4.5)
u —
h
— + Y g- x
X
ψ
Then, we have
Gt
i*
s
+1 = h*g*φ
ίs
-»* = 0,
(4.5) (4.2)
so that there is a map σ: U-*£lB
s+1 such that
(4.7) σ*τf..+i = A*ί*9»c- f+1*
By definition, ΦJί l l t («)= {<r*} for all such maps σ.
But, since
X*Δί*+1if..+i =(1)
(4.2)
we have
Hence,
(4.3)
=
(4.5)
* '+i f ° r some map λ : Y-*ΩB
β+ί.
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(4.4)
(4.6)
This implies that
p*-σ*-Λ*λ* =
for some map μ : U-+ΩGttS.
Thus, we have
p * - σ * = A*λ* + μ*(Ω/*.+i)*
. q.e.d.
CHAPTER 2. CONSTRUCTION OF CHAIN COMPLEXES
5. The Steenrod algebra
Recall that p is an odd prime.
It is well-known [2] that the mod ^ Steenrod algebra A* has a
multiplicative basis Δ e i 1 , ( P ^ E ^ - 1 5 , Jfe = O, 1,2,—, and they satisfy
the Adem's relations.
On the other hand, Milnor [4] determined another basis, so called
Milnor basis, as follows:
Theorem 5.1. [4 Theorem 4. a] The elements Q&Ql1 ••• (P* form an
additive basis for A*y where £0, 619 ••• are zero or one, almost all zero, and
R=(r1,r2, ") is an infiinite sequence of non-negative integers almost
all zero.
The Milnor basis Qk and 6>R satisfy the following relations:
(5.1) <9*Qk-Qk&R = Σ
where S/s) is the sequence consisting of zeros except for one positive
integer 5 in the y-th place, and if R = (r1 r2, •••) and S = (siy s2, •••)> R—
S = (r1—s1> r2 — s2> •••) if r, — s , ^ 0 for all ί, and (?R-S = O if at least one of
r£-Si<09 and T(X) = (t1(X),t2(X)> —)» where ίn(J*Q= Σ ^y for a matr ix
+ »I+ ./=»
X=(Xij) consisting of non-negative integers xijy iy j = 0,1,2, •••(#00 is
omitted), almost all zero, such that
(5.2) Σ ^ = ri7 i = 1,2, ••• Σ **/ = «/, = 1,2, - ,
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and b(X) = (TLt
n
(X)l)/(ΠXij\), and the sum extends over all matrices X
» ij
satisfying (5.2). (See [4 Theorem 4b])
It is directly verified, by (5.1), that the elements (PΛQoβ°Qo8l also
form an additive basis for ^4*.
Milnor also gave some relations between the Adem's basis and
his basis:
(ζ- ON ©o = A, Qk+1 =
where [a, b~] = ab-(-l)de8a'desbba.
(?R is denoted simply by '(P'r'V-'m if R=(rlf r2y -,rmf 0,0, •••).
For the simplicity, we shall often denote Q0β°Qί1 Qn l |(P r i ' r 2 '"" r | > l by
Q(£
o
> £i> * >£«)(P(*Ί> r2> •••> ^»)> a n ( i t ^ 6 sequence consisting of zeros of
number k by Ok (i.e., G* = (0, — ,0)).
Since the degree of Qk is 2pk—l and that of ( P ^ , •• ,rm) is
2)+ +r
m
(2^w-2), the degree rf(α) of a monomial a = Q(£0, - , O
ίP(^i, — , O is
d{ά) = ε
o
 +
where /=max(m, ») and £f = 0 for i>n, rj=0 for y>»ι.
We define the height h(ά) of a monomial α = Q(£0, •• ,6M)(Pi? to be
h(a) = 60+-+6M.
Then, since p is odd, we have
Lemma 5.2. d(a) = h(a) (mod 4) for any monomial αGA*.
For ί^O, let M, = i4*Q 0+-+il*Q# and M{ = 0 o ^ * + - + Q ^ * » t h e n
Af,cAf
ί+1 and M!cΛfί+1. Let M^= UAf# and ML- UM{, then Mw and
ML are submodules of A* generated, respectively, by the elements
©(£o> £i> —)(PR and (PRQ(S0> εiy •••) such that at least one of fy4=0. They
are subalgebras (actually ideals) of ^4*, and, by (5.1), M00 = ML.
For /^O, let L, and Li be submodules of Λ* generated by the
elements ©(O'"1, £„ e<+1, -) ίP Λ and ( P ^ O - 1 , εi9 Si+1, - ) (i.e. ε o = - =ε ί_1
= 0). Then, L0 = L'0 = A*y Lf Z)Lί+1, L<Z)L{+1, and L, , L$ are subalgebras
of il*. It follows from (5.1) that L^Li. Let L
oo
=[)Li and ! £ = f)£ί,
then they are submodules of A* generated by the elements (?R (i.e.
ε
o
=ε1= — =O), and hence L0O=LL.
5,3, 4* =
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Proof. It is easily seen that A* = M
ί
 + Lί+1 = M ί + L ί + 1 and A* = M00
oo. But, by definition, M, (Ί Li+1 = M, Π Z4+1 = {0} and ΛL ΓΊ L^ = {0}.
Lemma 5.4. Li = Li+1Qi®Li+1.
Proof. Since L[ = Li and L<+1 = L ί + 1, this follows from L' =
<+1 which is easily verified. q.e.d.
Lemma 5. 5. A* = ( Σ Lk+1Qk)ΘLi+1 = ( Σ Lk^Qk)®LM, fi Aβre Σ
denotes a direct sum.
Proof. Since ./4* = L0 and, by Lemma 5. 4, Li = Li+1Qi®Li+1y we have
the first decomposition. Since L/Z)L
ί+1, lim L{= [}Li=LOQ. So that the
second decomposition is obtained. q.e.d.
Let Vj:Li+1->A*/Mi (resp. ηvo\Lco-+A*IMJ) be a homomorphism
defined by the composition of the injection L
ί+1->i4* (resp. L^-^A*) and
the projection A*->A*/Mi (resp. y l ^ ^ / M l o ) . Then, as a direct con-
sequence of Lemma 5. 3, we have
Lemma 5. 6. η{ {resp. ηj) is an Li+1-{resp. L^-) isomorphism.
Let Li and L[ be submodules of A* generated by the elements
Q(O-\ Si9 Si+1, -)(?R and ^Qiβ1'1 Siy 6i+1, —) with at least one nonzero
Sj, respectively (i.e., Li = LiΓ\Meo, Lί=L't nΛL). Then, L0 = Lo = M0 0, L, =
L$, and L, is a subalgebra of M^.
Similarly to the above Lemmas, we have
Lemma 5. 3r. MTO = M,
Lemma 5. 47. £, = Li+1QiΦLi+1.
Lemma 5. 5r. M^ = ( Σ Lk+1Qk)®Li+1= Σ Lk+1Qk. (direct sum)
o ^ o
Lemma 5.6^ Tte homomorphism ηt: Li+^M^/Mi defined by the
injection Li+1-^MOO and the projection M^-^M^/Mi is an Li+1-isomorphism.
Let Ml = M^Ml-1 and L\ = L
r
U~\ ^ ^ 2 , then MiczMί-\ L)szL\-\
Ltd.ML, and we have
Lemma 5.3". Mί = LU1θ(MίnMi).
Lemma 5. 6". η{ k : L
k
i+1^Mi/(Mi ΠMt) is an Li+1-isomorphism.
The following Lemmas are useful for later arguments.
Lemma 5.7. Let a^M^/Mi be an element such that Q, α = 0 {mod
Mi), then there is an element β<=A* such that Q{β=a {mod M{). That
is, the sequence A* —*-+ M^/Mi —*—+ A*/M( is exact.
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Proof. We shall identify M^/Mi with Li+1 by ^ t . Any two mono-
mials ay a' can be written in the form a = Q(O\ εi+1J •• ,£ f +ll)(P(r1, * , r j
a' = Q(Oi9ε/ί+ly •--, S'i+n)(P(rί> —,K), without loss of generality, by adding
zeros of £,
 + y (resp. St+J) or r} (resp. rj), if necessary.
For the convenience we introduce an order among monomials in
Lj+1: For two monomials α = Q(Os £ t + 1, •• ,£ ί + M )(P(r 1 ,--^O and α' =
Q(O£y €'t+1, •• ,£{+ll)(P(rί, •••,<), we define α > α ' if there is an integer ky
l^k^Πy such that
y = rj for l^j<ky and £,+*>£{+*,
or, ε
ί + y = £{+y and r y = r$ for l^j<k, εi+k = ε',+k and
Let a = x1a1-\— be an element of Li+1 such that QiCt = 0 (mod M, ),
where a
x
 is the first (largest) monomial in the above order, and JC^O.
Then a
ι
 = Q(O% εi+1, •- ,εi+n)(P(rlf * ,rw) must satisfy the condition that
there exists an integer k, l^kt^ny such that
(5. 4) 6{+J = 0, r}<p* for l^j<k, and 6<+A - 1.
For, suppose that this condition were not satisfied, then there is an
integer /, 1^/^w, such that £i+j = 0, rj<p
i
 for l ^ / < / , £i+ι = 0 and r^p*,
(The case where εi+j = 0 and rj<pi for all j^n is omitted since α x e
Moo.) Hence, by (1.5), we have
and the monomial Q(Oi+ι'\ 1, 6i+ι+1, •••, Si+f)(9{riy •••, r7-/>%••-, O is
larger than any other monomials in Q, α. So that it is not cancelled.
This contradicts to the assumption that 0 ^ = 0 .
While, the monomial
A = Q(Oi+k, εi+k+1, -,ei+H)(P(r19 -,rk+p*> - , O
satisfies that Qiβ
Ύ
= —a
λ
 + smaller terms (mod M, ) and hence, if we put
a' = a-\-Qi(x^^)y we have QiCc'=O (mod M, ) and a! consists of monomials
smaller than a
x
. By repeating such a process, we conclude that there
is an element β=—x1β1-\—G# such that Qβ = a (mod M, ). q.e.d.
The subalgebra Mίyk^ly is identified with a submodule of A*
generated by the elements Q(£
o
, εiy •--)6)R with at least k non-zero
£/s. Then we have
Lemma 5.8. Let a^Mi/(Mif]Mi) be an element such that Q{a = 0
(mod Mi) and Qi-
Ύ
a=0 (mod M, ), then there is an element β^A* such
that Qiβ=0 (mod Mg) and Qi-λβ=a (mod Mi). That isy the sequence
Ker Qi '-1* Ker ©,n[Mi/(MinM,)] '*~1*> A*/M4 is exact.
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Proof. We shall identify Ml/iMiπMi) with Zf+1 by %f2. Let α =
x^Λ- smaller terms be an element of Lf+1 such that Qt α = 0 (mod Mt )
and Qe-ja^O (mod Mt). Then, we conclude, by a similar argument as
in the proof of the above Lemma, that a
τ
 must satisfy a condition that
there is an integer k, l^k^n, such that
(5.5) Si+J = 0 for j<k,r1<piyrj<pi~1 for l<j<k, and £i+k=l.
Since α e Z j + 1 c M l , ^ contains at least one non-zero £ t+/other than
., and by (5.5), l>k.
Put
7i = Q(Oi+k, εi+k+1, — ,£i+ι-19 0,
then it satisfies that Q
ι
 Q/_1γ1Ξ( — l)/"*α1 +smaller terms. So that α' =
tf — Qf Q,-i(( — l)/+^i7i) satisfies that Q ^ ' Ξ O and Q^O/ΞΞO, and consist-
ing of monomials smaller than a
x
. Thus, after a finite number of steps,
we have an element γ = ( — l)/~*+1#1'y1H— such that QiQi-x Ύ = a (mod M, ).
Put β=—Qfίy then we have the required element β. q.e.d.
REMARK. By a similar argument as in the proofs of the above
Lemmas, we can conclude that for any &^0, the sequence
κh.x - ^ t κk_1nίM
kjη(Mί^nMi)'] - ^ t A*/Mi
is exact, where if
Λ
_i = Ker Q, Π ••• ΠKer Qi-k+i> K^ = A*.
6. Construction of chain complexes
Now, we shall construct admissible chain complexes
(6.1), ... .+ <Cr J*U *cr.x -> ». - 'C, ^ > 'C, -
for /^0, which are used in the later arguments.
Let 'C
o
 be a free A*-module generated by one generator c of degree
0, and lC
r
 be a free A*-module generated by the generators cjlt...jr9
O ^ Λ ^ Λ ^ ^ V^/, of degree 2(^H Vp5r)~r, for r ^ l . For the
convenience, we shall denote Cj
x%...jr by [ J Ί , •••, y r] and c by [ ].
Then, an ^4*-map id
r
:
iC
r
~^
iC
r
_1 is defined as follows: L e t y i = =
k
(6. 2) id
r
\_]
x
 , , j
r
2 = Σ Qj'sjJiJi > '"> Jsχ-1 > Js
λ
+i > '' * 9 Jr]
Where jSQ=Jv I n particular, td1[j'] = Qj[r ]. The ,A*-map *dr is of
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degree 0 for any r>0, and it is easily checked that id
r
_
λ
id
r
 = ^  for
r^2. Thus we have obtained chain complexes (6. l) t for i^O.
Lemma 6.1. The chain complex (6.1), is exact {i.e. Ker ί'J
r
 = Im
*'rf
r+1) for all i^O and r^l.
Proof. By Lemma 5.5, any element αGA* can be written uniquely
in the form a = a' + Y!iakQk, for α'eL^ and ak^Lk+1.
We define a chain homotopy is
r
:
iC
r
-^
iC
r+iy r^O, by
iSriaQklJ!, "'9jrD = a[k9j19 — ,y r] if fc^, a<=Lk+1,
'Sr(βlh> --Jrl) = 0 if β(ΞLJl+iy for
t ]) = «M if
]) = 0 if
Although *s
r
 is not an ^4*-map but an L,
 +1-map, by a direct calculation,
we have is
r
_1
id
r
 + id
r+1
i
s
r
 = identity as an Λ*-map. This implies the
exactness of (6.1), . q.e.d.
Let iF0 = K(Zpy m) for a sufficiently large integer m, and iBr =
X K(Z
ή
,m+2(ph+ — +p>r-(r-ΐ))-l), for r ^ l . The canonical
isomorphisms a0:
 ίC0->fl'*(/F0) and α r : ίCr->iϊ*( ίβr), r ^ l , are given by
where t^Hm{Ψ0\ ijit...Jre=Hm+k('Br)9 * = 2 ( ^ + + / ^ r - ( r - l ) ) - l , are
the fundamental classes.
Let if1:iF0^iB1 be a map such that iffij = Qμ9 and ^ be the fiber
of the fiber map */i. Then, we have
Lemma 6. 2. /w //z# stable range, JBΓ*('F1) /s generated by elements
a^Hm{Ψ
x
) and ^ l Λ e / / w + ^ F 1 ) , fe=2(/*+/Λ-l
with the fundamental relations
Qo<*o = Qi<*o = " = Q A = 0 Q;β;,i = 0
(6.3)
x
 Qj1<tJ1j2 + Qti<*h.h = °' Qha*2.
J1j2 = 0
This Lemma will be proved in the next section.
Inductively, we assume that H^(iF
r
_1)> r^2, is generated by the ele-
ments a^H-VFr-ύ and ^ . . ^ G f f " 1 ^ . , ) , fe = 2(/*+ - + ^ V - ( r - l ) ) - l ,
for O^j^- ^jr^i, with the fundamental relations
(6.3)
r
_! Qo^ o = - = Qi«o=O, and p(i
x
, •-,;,,, j
r+1) = 0
for O^j^ -^jr^jr+^i, where pU\> •">Jr>Jr+i) i s defined as follows:
Let j1= ~=jSl-1<Js1 = --'<--< ' =jsk-i<Jsk=' *=Jr+i> then
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(6. 4) p(ji, ~',Jr,Jr+i) = Σ Qljsj<ji> '"> js
λ
-i> js
λ
+i> '"> Jr+l>>
where j3o=j\, Q[/] = Q/i and <j1,-~,js> stands for aJlt...Js.
Let '/
r
 : Ψr.^Br be a map such that i/?(^ l f-,y r) = ^ ylt...fyr. Then, we
have if^a
r
id
r+1 = 0 because p(;Ί, •• ,yr+i) = 0. Let '7%. be the fiber of the
fiber map */
r
. Then we have
Lemma 6.3. // i = 0,1,2, or r<p4+p3-2y H*QFr) is generated, in
the stable range, by elements a
o
^Hm(Ψ
r
) and aJl/..jrJrl^Hm+k{iFr\ k=
2{ph-\ \-pJr+l--r) — 1, for O^j\^-"^j
r+1^if with the fundamental
relations
(6. 3)
r
 Qo^o = ••• = Qia0 = 0, and p(j19 ~,jr+1, j r + 2 ) = 0
for
This Lemma will be proved in the section 8.
Thus, we have
Theorem 6.4. The chain complex (6.1), is r-admissible, for all r ^ l
if iS2, and for r<p4+ps-2 if / ^ 3 .
Therefore we can speak of the pyramids of stable cohomology
operations {*Φs>ί} associated with the chain complex (6.1), .
7. Proof of Lemma 6. 2
For the convenience, we shall denote ajl>...js by <y if ,y,>, and
cjlt...js by iL/! ,--, ; , ] , if it is necessary.
From the stable cohomology exact sequence of the fibering iF1->
iFQ-^
iB1> we have exact sequences
iff ^f ,
 τ
* iff
for k = 0y 1,2,.-, because H
m+
*('F0)**Aktι'].
For ^ = 0, we have an element aQ =
 iif(ι). Since ifι(cj) = Qμy we have
Qja
o
 = O for y = 0,1, •••, ι.
Since lffa
x
 = a*d
x
, we have ^tiμHLh > J2D = ctj^d^djϊj^ jj) = 0.
Hence, we have elements
<Λ, ;2> = 'τt-XasdJtj^jJ) for 0^j\^j2^i,
which are in Hm+k{Ψ
λ
)y k = 2(p^Jrpi2~l)-ly because the degree of
LJI* J2] i s 2(pJl-\-pJ2—l) and fVf increases the degree by one.
For * = 6^-4, O^y^i, eχy,y>e ϊf(i4*[J) since i
= 0, For * = 2(2/^i + /^2-2), O ^ y ^ Λ ^ i , we have
OΊ > ;Ί> ^  ^ ( ^ [ Λ ] ) , because
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[y J)
Similarly, for k=2(ph+2pj2-2),0^j1<j2^i, we have Qyi<y2,y2>
2<yi.y2>e'if(il*M), and for k=
h ^ y 3 < i i > y*> e= 'ί f
On the other hand, for each case, we have k=2 (mod 4). Hence, by
Lemma 5.2, /z(α)^0 (mod 4) so that λ(α)Φθ for any monomial α G # ,
But, by Lemma 5.5, any element α e A * can be written in the form
a' + *ΣajQj, a'f^L^y a^Lj+1. While, since h(a)Φθ and k<2pi+1 — l, we
have a= ^ctjQj. Therefore, we have *ϊfCA*[Y]) = 0 because iif(t) = a0
and Q^ 0 = 0 for O^j^L
Thus, we have p(y i,y2,ys) = O for 0^j\^j2^j\^i.
Conversely, let w be any element in J3Γ*('iΓ1), then ccQiffίτfu =
id
ί
a
ί
i
τfu = Oy so that α/Vf w e Ker ίrf1. But, by Lemma 6.1, the chain
complex (6.1)$ is exact so
aMu = id2(ΣβU\J2)lλ,J2]) = HβUiJ2)idJLj\,hl
for some β(j19 j2)<=A*. This implies that w = Σ y^ (Λ> Λ)<Λ> Λ> +
β
o
a
o
, for some β{j1,j2\ βo<^A*.
Let ΣlβUi>J2)<Ji>J2> + βo<to:=O for some β{j,J2\ βo^A*. Then,
' τ f ( Σ βU\J2)<Ji>J2> + β<flo)= Σ £(yi, Λto'd.DΊ, Λ] = 0. So that we have
*G?2(Σ βU1,j2)lJ1, y2]) = 0, Again, by Lemma 6.1, we have Σ ^ i i ^ ^ E Λ ^ Λ ]
= ΊlΎUt>J2>J3)idJLJj,J2>J3'] for some y(jiy j 2 y j3)ζΞA*. So we conclude
that Σ ^(yi» Λ)<ii> y2> = Σ Ύ(Λ, ; 2 , ΛVϋΊ, y2 > Λ)> and hence /30 = Σ ΎJQJ
for some γ ^ Λ * J
This completes the proof of Lemma 6. 2.
8. Proof of Lemma 6. 3
Let the chain complex (6.1)* be (r — Inadmissible, and
is generated by a0 and </i> '" >Jr)> O^ji^'"^jr=h with the fundamental
relations (6.3)
r
_lβ We define, then, a map
 ιf
r
: Ψ^^Br by ' / ^ [ Λ , — ,y
r
])
= OΊ> "%>Jr>> for the fundamental classes 6[y
x
, •••, 7V]ei/*(*'5
r
). Since »J5
r
is a cartesian product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces, the map % is well-
defined. Let Ψ
r
 be the fiber of the fiber map */
r
, and let i^2 or
Let Ef be the subalgebra of H*(*FS) generated by ao> then
Lemma 8.1. HflE*^ is isomorphic and E* = lmH*.
Proof. It follows immediately from the definition that (Im / /*
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= {0}, so that *ϊ* IE* is isomorphic by the exactness of the sequence
••• - H*(*B
r
) - ^ H^F
r
.
x
) - ^ > H*(*F
r
) ^L H*{*B
r
) -^A H*(*F
r
) ->
While, since if?(ι[j1, ~JrΊ) = <Ji> "> Λ-> and fir*(ίFr_1) is generated by
the elements #0 and <yx, " ,yr>, we have Im H*=E*. q.e.d.
Next, easily we have p (Λ , , y
r+1) = '/?(<*&+&i> — > Λ+J) in
H*(iF
r
.1). But, by inductive assumption, we have p(yx, •• ,./r+i) = 0, hence
there are elements O\, — ,j
r+1> =
 i
τ?~1(a
r
id
r+1[j1, —,jr+J) in H*(*Fr). The
degree of O Ί , ••• ,y
r + 1> is 2(£>1 + ••• +p*r+* — r) — 1, because that of
[ii> •••> Λ+i] is 2(^y iH \-pJr+ι — r) and f"rf
r+1 is of degree 0.
Let pOΊ, —,Jr+i>Jr+2)> O^j^'~^jr+i^:jr+2^i> be the elements defined
as in (6.4), then the degree of pOΊ, —,j
r+2) is 2 ( ^ i + + ^ + 2 - r ) - 2 = 2
(mod 4), and ίV*(p(yi, —,yr+2)) = α r ί(rf r + iy r + 2[Λ> —>Λ+2]) = 0. Hence,
p(j19 " 9jr+2)^ImH?=E?. On the other hand, by a simple calculation,
we have
Lemma 8.2. If j1=~'=jSl-1<jSl= — <—<~'=jsk-1<JsM=~-=Jr+3>
~ >Js
λ
-i>Js
λ
+i> '"yjr+s) = 0 ,
without assuming p{jiy •• , i r + 2 ) = 0, w/z0r£ jSo=j\ and Q{_Jl = Qj-
Now, since p(/, •••, f) = Qt</, •••, i > e £ ? + * , ^ ^ 0 (mod 4), and Qjao-=O
for y ^ ί , there is an element a<=LJ+1 such that p(i, ~ ,i) = aa0. Then,
we have Q, α<z
o
 = O because Q ^ / , •••,/) = 0, and this implies that Q t α Ξ θ
(mod M,-). But, by Lemma 5.7, there is an element /3e^4* such that
Qβ=a (mod M, ). Thus, if we replace <i, •••,/> by </,•••, i> — βa
o
> then
we have (&</, •••, f> = 0 and still fV?«i, •• , ί » = α
r
ί
rf
r + 1[ί, « , f ] .
For (r + 2)-tuples (y
α
, — ,y
r + 2) and (yί, •••, yί+2) with O ^ y ^ ^ y r + 2
^ t , 0^jί^ — ^ j'r+2^i> we define that ( y ί , - , y ί + 2 ) > ( y l , - ,y r + 2) if there
is an integer 5, l ^ s ^ r + 2, such that yj=y
Λ
 for 5 < ^ ^ r + 2 and yj>y,.
If pUΊ>'~>J'r+2) = 0 f o r a n y ( ί, •••, j'
r+2)>Ui> —Jr+z), t h e n Q / p ( Λ , •••,
y
r + 2) = 0 for any l^jr+2 For, by Lemma 8.2, Q/p(Λ, — ,y r + 2)
= - ΣQ[y*
λ
]p(Λ> •••> y,
λ
-i, y,
λ +i, •••> ;V+2, /), for any /^y r + 2 , and the terms
in the right hand side > ( y
x
, •••, y
r + 2), so they vanish.
Assume, inductively, that p(jΊ>'"> J'r+i>i) = Q f ° r any ( ί, •••, y;+ 1, ί),
>Ui>'~>Jr+i>i)> t h e n w e h a v e QipUι>—>Jr+i>i) = 0- But, we may put
pUi> '"> Jr+i> i) = aao f° r some a<=Li+1, and we have Qf α = 0 (mod M,).
Again, by Lemma 5.7, there is an element /3<ΞA* such that Qgβ = a
(mod Mi). Replace <y
x
, — ,y
r+1> by <yx, —, jr+1>-βa0, then we have
PUi>~ >Jr+i>i) = 0 and still ' V * ^ , — ,y r + 1» = α r ίrf r + 1[y i, — ,y r +i].
Thus, we have pOΊ, •••, y
r+2) = 0 provided that j r + 2 = i-
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If ί = l, P(Λ, , Λ + 2 ) without jr+2 = i is only p(0, —, 0) = Q0<0, •••, 0>
2
 = 0. Hence, p(Λ, -,Λ+2) = 0 for any ( £ , -,j
r+2). (The fact that
P(0, •• ,0) = 0 shows that the admissibility of (6.1)0.)
If i^>2, pUi> "> Jr+2) without j
r + 2 = i and of the maximal degree
is pit — 1, •••, /—!.) = (?,_!<(/—1, •••, / —1>. We may put p(i — l, •••> i — ϊ) = aa0
for some αeZ,J+ 1. Since Qφ(i—1, •••, i — l) = Q, _ip(z — 1, •••, i —1) = 0, we
have 0,-αΞθ (mod M*) and Q ^ ^ Ξ O (mod Mt ). Hence, by Lemma 5.8,
we can find an element β^A* such that Qiβ = 0 (mod Mi) and Qi_
λ
β=a
(mod Mi). Replace </ — 1, •••, i —1> by <ί — 1, •••, i — Y> — βa0, then we have
p(i-ly ••-,! —1) = 0 and still p(#-l , . . . , ί - l , f) = 0 and •>*«/-1, —, i - l »
= Λ + 1 [ i - l , - , / - l ] .
Similarly, we can reduce p(jiy ~-,jr+i,i — 1) to zero without altering
pUi>—>Jr+i>i) and *τ*«Λ, " ,y
r + 1».
If i = 2 , p(Λ, — ,ir+ 2) with jr+2<i-l is only p(0, - ,0) = 0.
If ί'^3, p(ji> '"> Jr+2) with jr+2<i — l and of the maximal degree
is p(ί—2, •••,!—2) and its degree is 2((r + 2)/>'~2—(r + 1)), and hence any
pUi>'">Jr+2) with jr+2<i-l has degree not greater than 2((r + 2)^'"2 —
(r + 1)). On the other hand, we may put p(jly •••, ir+2) = αtf0 f ° r some
α ε l j + 1 , and since r<p*-\-p*—2,
d{ά)^2{{r+2)pi-2-(r + l))<2{pi^+pi^-l) = d(Qi+1Qi+2).
Hence, we conclude that α = 0 (mod M# ).
Thus, if / ^ 2 or r<pi-\-p3—2, we have p(^1, •••, Λ+2) = 0 for any
Wi> " * > Jr+2/'
Similarly to the proof of Lemma 6.2, it is easily verified that any
element in H^^Fr) can be written in the form
and that all relations in jfiT*('F
r
) are generated by (6. 3)
r
.
This completes the proof of Lemma 6. 3.
CHAPTER 3. NON-TRIVIALITY OF STABLE HOMOTOPY ELEMENTS
9. Some stable homotopy elements
Let S, λM and 2M be S-spectrum [10] such that S={Sm\m^l},
ιM= {1Mm = Sm \jem+1\rn^2} and 2M= {2Mm = 1Mm U T(1Mm+2p-2)\m'^2p-l}J
pL Ob
respectively, where a is the stable homotopy element defined in [9]
which corresponds to the element cc1^πm+2p.3(Sm) of the stable homotopy
group of sphere [6].
The (stable) mod p (where p is an odd prime) cohomology structures
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of 1MN and 2MN (where N is a sufficiently large integer) are as follows :
H^MN) = {eN, eN+1\AeN = eN+1}>
H*(2MN) = {eNy eN+\ eN+2p~\ eN+2p\AeN = eN+\ AeN+2p~ι = eN+2p,
Let Gk = KmlS
m+
^Sm]91πΛ = liml1Mm+\1Mmr] and V^-li
2MW], and G,= Σ G
Λ
, V*= Σ 1 * * , V = Σ 2 * * Then we have the fol-
lowing exact sequences
Γ n n
*
 > k > fcl(9 ) " * ^ >
(Pcf k*
 χ
 j * (Pc
••• - > (jr^+i > LΓΛ.+! • πk > Uk
- v
 a
*> 1
(9.2) " ff*-i*+« > *
1 «^ 1 1
where G
Λ
 = lim [S" +*, W * ] , 1^A = lim [1MΛi+*, 2 M m ] , and : Stn^1Mm, f :
iMm->2Mw are injections and * : W ^ ^ S ^ 1 , kr: 2Mm-^1Mm+2p-1 are shrink-
ing maps.
Since ptoa1 = a1oύι = 0 in G* and (Pl 1^Γ=(-l)Λ ΓeΛ Γ + 2*~ 8 for the genera-
tors eN£ΞHN(SN) and eN+*p-*ξ=HN+2p-χSN+2p-*) [6], we have a nontrivial
element a=j*~1k*1(a1)^1π2p_2 such that
(9.3) (PI eN+1 = ( - iyv+y*+2*-2
for the generators ^ ε f f ^ C M ^ ) and e^+'p-^H^^-^M^2^2). Also,
since aoβ1 = β1oa = 0 in V# and (Pβ1^ΛΓ+1 = ( — l)^+ 1^+ 2^^-υ for the
generators ^^H^^M^) and ^ w - ϋ g ^ + w - ϋ ^ + w - ΰ - i ) [g], [9] ?
we have a non-trivial element β=f*~1k'^-1(β1)^2π2p2_2 such that
for the generators
 e
N+2p
^HN+2p(2MN) and
10. A non-vanishing theorem
We shall say that an r-admissible chain complex
(10.1) C
r
 - .- -+ C
x
-+ CQ
with a realization
B
r
 B2 Bλ
t ί ί
7 ^ 7 ^ Tj* Tp
r
r
 —> r
r
_1 — ••• —> rx —> Γ Ό
is canonical if there are injections jt\Γί~ktFQ->ΩBty ]t: Ω~ktB1-+Bt+1 for
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<^t^r—1, and a fixed integer k>0 such that
ΩΓ
ktf
Ωι
-ktF
In
is commutative. Then, the following diagram is commutative up to a
homotopy
(10 2
»
An S-spectrum M = {M^} is said to be 0/
/^0, if ^ ^ + / ( M A Γ ) Φ 0 and ^ (MΛΓ) = 0 for i<iV
Then, we have the following non-vanishing theorem for the iterated
powers of a certain stable homotopy element.
Therein 10.1. Let M be an S-spectrum of the type /, and a^πk{My
M) {i.e. lim [M N + Λ M^]), &>/, be an element such that
ΦYem = xem+k (mod zero)
for the elements em^Hm(MN) and em+k(=Hm+k(MN+k)y m=N+l, correspond-
ing to the same element e<^H*(M) (i.e., s*k(em+k) = em for the suspension
isomorphism 5* : H*(MN+1)->H*(MN)), and #4=0, where Φ1>0 is a stable
cohomology operation associated with an r-admissible canonical chain
complex (10.1). Then we have α'φO for t ^r.
Proof. There is a map <p:MN-+F0 representing e
m
, i.e., φ*(ι) = em
for the fundamental class ι^H*(F0). Since, by the assumption, Φ];oem
= xe
m+k
, a map ψ : MN+k-*ΩB1 representing Φi'V* can be factored into
j
λ
oψ' by a map ψ ' : MN+k-+£l~
kFQ which is homotopic to ΓL~
k<p, and the
injection j1:Ωl'kF0-^ΩlB1. Hence, by the commutativity of (10.2)! we
conclude that Φ2
ω
ι
e
m+k
 = (a]1)*Φyem+k = xem+2k.
On the other hand, since em+k = s*-k(em) and Hi(MN) = 0 for i>my
a*Φ™e
m
 = xa*e
m+k = 0 and Φ 2 ' V = 0. Hence, Φ2Jem is defined and, by
Proposition 4.3, we have
mod a*[MN+k, B2]Jr(Ωf2)*[_MN+2k, F J . But, since a<=πk(M> M) and M i s
of the type / for l<k, we have a*[MN+k, βzl^O and (Ω/2)*[-WΛΓ+2*> ^2]
= 0. Therefore we have α 2 Φθ.
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Assume, inductively, that φ*j}
:
*
e
r = χ
t
-
1
e
m+ct
-
i:>k (mod zero), for the
elements em^Hm{MN) and e^^^H^'-^M^,.^) corresponding to
the same element e<^H*(M). Then, a map representing Φ^ife™ is
factored into Λ-i ^ί-i by a map i/^^ : M
ΛΓ+C/_1)Λ-->Ω~
Cί
~
1)
*F0 which is
homotopic to Π~ct~υkφy and the injection yί_1: Ω~ct~ΌkFQ-+ΩBt_1. Hence,
wehaveΦi ί-1^+c#-1)*=(Ω/
ί
_1)*Φϊ°el"+«-15*=Λre>"+ί*, by the commutativity
of (10.2),^.
On the other hand, similarly to the above argument, we have
α*Φ*Γiί°βm = 0 and Φ'>°em = 0. Hence ΦtJem is defined and, by Proposi-
tion 4. 3, we have
mod ^ [ M ^ + C - D * , ΩBt~] + (εift)*[MN+tky Ft~\. But, since M is of the type /,
and I<k, we have a*lMN+ct^k, Ωfi#] = 0 and (Ω/^CM^,*, F J = 0.
Thus, we have α'ΦO for ί^r. q.e.d.
REMARK. The assumption that the chain complex (10.1) is canonical
and that M is of type / are not essential, but they simplify the proof.
11. Non-triviality of a* and β*
It follows immediately from the definition that
Lemma 11.1. The chain complex (6.1), is canonical for all i^O.
As a direct consequences of Theorem 10.1, we have the following
non-triviality theorems for a* and β*.
Theorem 11.2. For all f^ >l, α'φO in V*, where a<^π2p_2 is the
element defined by (9. 3).
Proof. The S-spectrum 1M is of type 1 and a^nk^My
 1M) for k =
2p-2>l. While, since VΐM^Qjh J=°> *> bY (9 3 ) a n d Proportion 3. 3,
we have
for m=iV+Jfe + l,
+ ά*Hm+*(1MN) = 0. (The fact that (θ + θ')
Λ
(u) = θ
Λ
(u) + θ'
Λ
(μ) mod Im (9 + Im (9r
+ Imα* for operations of the first kind (9, θ' is easily verified).
Hence, the condition of Theorem 10.1 is satisfied by the chain
complex (6. l)
x
 and the element a. Thus, we have α'ΦO for all ί^ l .
q.e.d.
Theorem 11.3. For all ί^l, /3#φ0 in V*, w/^tf β^2π2p2_2 is the
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element defined by (9.4).
Proof. The S-spectrum 2M is of type 2p and β e πk(2M, 2M) for
k=2p2-2>2p. Since 2ff(cj) = Qμ, j=0,1,2, similarly to the proof of the
above Theorem, we have
2
φi. v
 =
 (_ ιyn^H+k
 f o r m=
mod (Q
o
+Q 1 + Q2)Hm(2MN+k) + (ppHm+2p~\2MN+k) + (P
= 0 .
Thus, the condition of Theorem 10.1 is fulfilled by the chain com-
plex (6.1)2 and the element β. Hence, we have /3'Φθ for all f ^ 1 , in V*.
q.e.d.
Finally, we have the following direct consequences of Theorems
11.2 and 11. 3.
Let SGV_J be the elements such that δ*e?=e$ for the generators
MN) and e^^H^M^1) [9]. In [9], we proved that 2αδα =
and this implies that arp8 = δarp. Then,
Proposition 11.4. For all ί^l, δα'ΦO <zm/ α'δφO i« V*.
Proof. By Theorem 11.2 and Proposition 3.2, we have
'Φ^e^
1
 = ^t°8*ef
+1
 = iφ'Je?*1 = (-l)tNeN+tk+1Φθ
for the generators ^ ε f f ^ M ^ 1 ) , e^+1^HN+\xMN) and
Hence, we have δα'ΦO for all ί^l. If α'δ = 0 for some
ί > l , then we have O = arp-'atδ = δarpΦθ for r such that rp>t. This
is a contradiction. q.e.d.
REMARK. By making use of the result of Toda [7], [8], we can
conclude that α'δαδΦO for all t^l [9]. But, we can not prove this
fact using our method only.
Let SG 2 ^. 2 ί be the element such that S*βf
+ί
 = βf+f', / = 0, 1, for the
generators e?+'t=HN+'(2MN) and eξ+i^HN+i{2MN-2p+1\ Then,
Lemma 11. 5. 2βBβ = β2δ + δβ2> if p^5.
Proof. By the structure of V* [9] and the exactness of (9.2),
2
π4p2_2p_3={β2δ} + {Bβ2}y if p^b. So that the proof is carried out
similarly to that of Proposition 5.1 of [9] using the Adem's relation
2(?p(?1(Pp = (?p(?p(?1 + (?1(?p(Pp instead of 2(P1Δ(P1-(P1(P1Δ + Δ(P1(P1. q.e.d.
By the above Lemma, easily we have βrpB = Bβrp. So that similarly
to Proposition 11. 4, we have
Proposition 11.6. For all t^l, δ/3'Φθ and /3'SΦθ in2π#, if p^5.
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REMARK. It seems true that β'SβSφO for all t^l, but we have no
idea to prove it.
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